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We can all agree that Internet of Things (IoT) is a tremendous opportunity for mobile operators. 
For many, IoT is also a necessity to get return-of-investment (ROI) on the future and current 
spending on 5G. 

However, the IoT business is very different from selling smartphone subscriptions. Mobile 
operators are local by nature, while IoT product manufacturers are global. Traditional subscriber 
services are built for a few streamlined customer types, with policies that rarely need to be 
changed. IoT connectivity services, on the other hand, need to adopt to each enterprise customer’s 
unique business needs. Many IoT enterprise customers also prefer to be in control of the 
connectivity via either a comprehensive web GUI and/or API. Add to this security requirements and 
the need for a unified global IoT connectivity that complies with regulations.

With 5G comes new competitors such as smaller private network vendors. Specialized IoT MVNOs 
are more agile and used to handle multiple global partnerships. Mobile operators must act now, 
adding more agility and value to their IoT services, to avoid an IoT data price race to the bottom.

We believe mobile operators must rethink their IoT deployment strategies. What we suggest is that 
they leave what they have untouched and add a programmable layer of IoT connectivity control, 
security and automation hosted at hyperscalers. This will enable fast time-to-market for their 
enterprise customers with innovative IoT connectivity services. This layer also enables automation 
of the customer setup that previously was manual. The IoT market, especially in 5G, will develop 
with many small innovation steps made by enterprises. In this dynamic reality, a hyperscale 
approach will give mobile operators the agility to innovate and both succeed and fail fast, while 
delivering a global IoT connectivity service that their enterprise customers can manage from portals 
and/or APIs.

In this paper, you will learn everything about Hyperscale Cellular IoT Connectivity. What it is. What 
the drivers are for adding such a programmable layer to what mobile operators already have. How 
operators can address the mass-market that exists between basic IoT connectivity and tailor-made 
IoT projects. How operators can accommodate customers’ requirements for security and policy 
control, and much more.

Navigation: Use the table of contents on the next page to navigate to an individual section. Go back to the table of 
contents again by clicking on the Enea logo at the top of each page. Also watch out for these symbols:

Click to get to a section in this document Click to go to a web page
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What Makes IoT so Different? 

Most mobile operators have built their mobile cores mainly to handle 
consumer services, with a handful of subscription types that rarely need 
to be changed. 

The IoT business is much more dynamic, ranging from simple 
connections to cases where every customer need their very own 
subscription type. A subscription with complex dynamic policies, security 
settings and global connectivity that are unique to their business needs.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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In this paper, we will focus entirely on cellular 
IoT connectivity. Although cellular IoT will only 
stand for 22% of all connections at the end of 
2026, there will be around 5,9 billion devices 
connected through cellular networks!

The vast majority of IoT connections will be 
short-range devices using radio technologies 
such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Z-wave and Zigbee. 
But, just like most radio technologies for IoT, 
cellular connectivity will have a rapid growth.

Each technology have their own use case. 
Cellular is the technology of choice for devices 
requiring mobility. Short-range technologies 
such as Wi-Fi is mainly for indoor connectivity.
The Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN), 
including the cellular NB-IoT and technologies 
such as LoRa, are focused on battery powered 
devices with a battery life of up to 10 years.

Management is key for IoT
Cellular is the only technology that enables global 
central management by using the mobile 
operator’s existing roaming portfolio, typically in 
200 or more countries. However, as discussed in 
chapter 4, there are markets where permanent 
roaming is not a viable option.

Radio Technologies for IoT Connectivity
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Actual and forecasted number of IoT devices using different technologies.  Source: IoT Analytics

Initiatives such as Aptilo Zero-touch Wi-Fi IoT Connectivity™
and WBA’s Open oaming aims to make Wi-Fi-based IoT 
more seamless and secure also on a global scale.

https://www.aptilo.com/
https://www.aptilo.com/cloud/zero-touch-wifi-iot/
https://www.aptilo.com/cloud/zero-touch-wifi-iot/
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The Massive IoT market segment includes 
devices that are widely used in our society, 
mainly different sensors and meters. The NB-
IoT and LTE-M technologies are the dominant 
technologies for Massive IoT. Compared to 4G, 
they are designed to deliver extreme coverage 
with much smaller data volumes and mainly 
periodical transfer of data. This means a 
battery life of up to 10 years which is ideal for 
low-cost devices such as smart meters.

NB-IoT is useful for simpler devices that don’t 
require connected mobility and tolerate low 
data rates in tens of Kbps and high latency of 
up to 10 seconds.

For tracking devices where connected mobility 
is crucial, CAT-M is a better choice. Cat-M also 
offers support for voice, higher data speeds of 
up to 1 Mbps and lower latency (100-150 ms).

Today, many IoT applications are using the existing 4G (LTE) broadband, 
which has been improved for IoT. In the last few years, 3GPP has created 
new standards to better support specific use cases. The largest volume of 
new IoT devices will come in the Massive IoT area designed to support low-
cost wearables, sensors, and meters over long distances. 5G provides the 
ability to support Critical IoT use cases for real-time mission-critical 
applications such as connected cars and remote surgery.

Cellular technologies for IoT

https://www.aptilo.com/
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According to the Ericsson Mobility report November 2020, massive IoT (NB-IoT and Cat-M) will have 
an explosive growth going from almost 200 million connected devices in 2020 to approximately 2.6 
billion or 45% of all cellular IoT connections by the end of 2026. At the same time, the total number 
of cellular IoT devices will be approximately 5.9 billion and 44 percent of those will use broadband 
IoT and Critical IoT (first devices expected in 2021), with 4G connecting most devices.

The non-cellular long range technology low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) will, according to the 
same report, go from 200 million to 400 million between 2020-2026.

       

        

   

   

 

   

   

   

                                                

   

                                                                             

Actual and forecasted number of IoT devices using different cellular technologies. 
Source: Ericsson Mobility Report November 2020
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Why Cellular IoT is Another Story

Mobile Operators that think they can create Internet of Things (IoT) 
connectivity services by re-packaging existing cellular consumer 
services need to think again. It’s not just a matter of adding IoT SIM 
management capabilities to an existing mobile core. Enterprise IoT 
customers need so much more in terms of flexibility and security.

It’s a giant step to go from offering consumer services, with a 
handful of subscriber-types and associated policies, to providing 
complex IoT connectivity services. In IoT, each customer has their 
own unique requirements.

Some IoT customers need all or part of the traffic delivered in 
Private APN connections (APN + Enterprise VPN). IoT device security 
is crucial, and customers want to protect the traffic through 
firewalls. Other customers want to manage their own connectivity 
and security policies per device / device groups from a web portal. 
Others need local subscriptions in specific countries, not the least 
where they prohibit permanent roaming. And they want a unified 
experience across these international networks. This means that 
operators are facing challenges to keep settings, such as policies, 
security and IP-addresses, across partner networks. 

“The bottom line is this, customers need a 
programmable and secure global IoT 
connectivity service that they can deploy 
instantly. Mobile operators will realize that 
they cannot deliver this from a mobile core 
created for consumer services.” 

So, what is then the way forward? How will operators be able to 
deliver what their IoT customers need? 

https://www.aptilo.com/
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The matrix shows two perspectives that 
operators need to consider when creating 
IoT connectivity services. On the X-axis, we 
have the business value the service brings 
to the Enterprise IoT customer. On the Y-
axis, you find the profit the IoT connectivity 
service brings to the operator.

Mobile operators will end up in the bottom 
left corner, if they just re-package an 
existing consumer standard service for IoT.

Most operators also add SIM-management 
and offer private connections on top of 
this. The keyword here is ‘most’. They will 
deliver a commodity with little value add 
for their customers. Those operators will 
only compete on price, and the lowest 
bidder will replace them. They are in what 
we call the “churn zone” colored red in the 
matrix.

In the left half of the matrix, operators will 
only be able to create a profitable IoT 
business if they become the price and 
volume leader in their market.

The further you move towards the right, 
adding value-added services, the stickier 
customers become. Higher revenues come 
with value-added services such as analytics, 
managed security, global connectivity and 
ability to provide granular policy control.

For most operators, the high profit will not follow when adding value added IoT services. 
They will be stuck in the bottom right corner, in what we call the “Every customer is a project 
zone”, with expensive development projects to create what customers need.

In the upper right corner, we have the green high profit zone with a high value for customers 
combined with high profit for operators. To go there, mobile operators must add as much 
automation as possible when it comes to customization and also provide customer self-
management. This serves two purposes. First, operators will get a lower cost of operation. 
Second, customers will not be so cost sensitive as the service feels like their own when 
integrated tightly with their operations.

Business value for customers versus profitability for operators.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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In IoT there is just no such thing as “one size 
fits all”. As discussed, most operators offer 
basic IoT connectivity services. The next step 
up from that is often a completely customized 
IoT connectivity service, where each customer 
deployment becomes a costly project.

IoT customers are more demanding when IoT 
goes from initial proof of concepts to become 
critical to their operations.

“So, the green high-
profit zone is where 
you want to be as a 
mobile operator. The 
question is if even a 
dedicated mobile 
core for IoT will take 
 ou there?”

This mass-market comprises customers that are prepared to pay for value-added services, but not 
for tailor-made development in costly projects. A key success factor for this segment is that the 
mobile operator can automate most of the customization. Another is that customers can tailor the 
connectivity further to meet their needs from self-service portals.

These services include the capability to set up secure VPN connections, get a managed firewall for 
increased security, set granular policies, get analytics and being able to localize eSIM internationally. 
All the features we recognize from the green sector in the matrix on the previous page.

“ e believe that mobile o erators  ith the a  roach 
above will be missing out on a mass-mar et.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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What IoT Customers Should Expect 
Besides their core operations, most enterprises are also in the “trust business”. Thus, the cost of a security 
breach goes further than the direct impact. There are examples of companies that even have gone bankrupt 
after a serious incident.

Now, with the rapid growth in IoT, the risks have increased by magnitudes. IoT is a victim of its own success, 
with the enormous volume of devices. This is putting more pressure than ever on IT departments. Most IoT 
devices are also headless and thus not handled and monitored by users, making IoT security even more 
challenging. In addition, some of these devices are not physically protected and can be tempered with.

So, IoT customers should not settle with a basic service just providing IoT connectivity with basic SIM-
management. They should challenge their service provider to deliver an IoT connectivity service that fits their 
needs:

• Rapid deployments with features tailored to create great value just for them.

• Low total cost of ownership over the IoT service life cycle.

• Pro-active IoT security.

• Granular analytics based on IP destination, port & protocol, type of traffic, etc.This is critical for the 
Enterprise to identify expensive data usage, trouble-shoot and get insights into how devices behave.

• Connectivity protected by a firewall with settings in their own control.

• A private connection (VPN), protecting their traffic from device to back-end services.

• Ability to route selected traffic through the private connection and the rest of the traffic to the open 
Internet protected by the firewall.

• Decide and control devices' connectivity and target destinations.

• Filter traffic on protocol / ports and set location- and time-of-day based policies.

• Make use of eSIM and buying access wholesale in remote networks with a unified IoT service 
experience. Unified service meaning keeping the same device IP-address with the traffic managed and 
delivered securely in a unified way to their back-end services.

“ nter rise IoT customers 
need policy control and 

security features specific 
to their unique use case.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Operators Must Rethink IoT

The focus in our industry is always whether the network 
equipment has the features to perform a certain task and allow 
the network to scale with millions of subscribers. But is this the 
right discussion to have for complex IoT services? 

Maybe the question below is a better question to ask yourself 
as a mobile operator.

“ ill m  organization be able to deliver on the agilit , 
speed and cost-efficienc  needed in the IoT era?”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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We must all respect that the mobile core and OSS/BSS teams always 
will prioritize stability before being fast on their feet, implementing 
every change requested by demanding customers. Wouldn’t it be 
great if mobile operators could ‘have their cake and eat it too’? 

We think they can! 

Mobile operators must unchain themselves from the strict 
consideration of 3GPP and the implementation and upgrade 
cycles of their mobile core nodes.

Hyperscale Innovation

1. Adaptive agility

• Automate common customization tasks, 
such as VPNs and customer specific 
policies.

• High degree of customer self-management.

• Extensive APIs for smooth cloud and edge 
integration.

• Control of all important settings such as 
IP-assignment.

• Ability to keep these settings over partner 
networks to provide a unified IoT service.

2. Security

• End-to-end IoT security.

• Secure software-defined wide area 
network (SD-WAN) customer experience 
through next-gen firewalls.

• Automatic setup of customer VPNs.

• Advanced routing of the traffic, some 
through VPNs and all other directly to the 
Internet.

3. Global Access

• Roaming and in some countries use of 
eSIM/eUICC technology to localize the 
connectivity to comply with local 
regulations.

• Important to still provide a 
unified service experience 
across partner networks 
(keep IP-address etc.)

“ hat A tilo Net or s suggest is that mobile o erators leave their core net or s untouched and then use 
hyperscalers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) to add the necessary IoT functionality “

The three cornerstones in a hyperscale IoT connectivity solution.

There are three corner stones in such a cloud-native hyperscale IoT connectivity solution:

             

                        

 se  artner 
 N s

 Automated customiza on
  ustomer self management
  as  cloud and edge integra on

  ni ed IoT service over net or s

 IoT sceurit 
 Ne t gen  re alls
   N

https://www.aptilo.com/
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In the first layer, we have the mobile operator’s existing cellular 
network with its mobile core.

The second layer is the global network of MNO partners, either 
in bilateral agreements or through connectivity hubs. IoT 
devices can instantly be connected using data roaming. In 
countries where permanent roaming is not possible, mobile 
operators can localize the eSIM/eUICC over-the-air. With this, 
they can offer their customers instant local subscriptions in their 
partner networks globally.

In the third layer, the mobile operator uses hyperscalers, such 
as Amazon AWS, to deliver a programmable and flexible layer of 
IoT policy control, security and automation. All networks, the 
operator’s own and their partners’, connect to this layer through 
standard interfaces (Gi/SGi/N6 and REST for the control plane 
and IPsec for the data / user plane).

In the last, but not least important layer, we find customer self-
management portals and the IoT connectivity management 
platform. Here, the mobile operator can build a web GUI or use 
APIs and integrate it with the third layer and relevant systems to 
give their customers full control over the service. This setup is 
crucial for the scalability of the mobile operator’s IoT business. 
The goal is to make the IoT service as much as possible into a 
“self-playing piano”. The operator’s own operations team can 
also use this to help customers that do not have the skills to use 
the self-management capabilities. 

Layers in a Hyperscale IoT Connectivity Solution

“ e have onl  seen the beginning of h  erscale IoT 
solutions. The concept of network slicing in 5G is very 
well suited for this approach. Operators will scale 
their innovations li e never before.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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As this paper shows, there are many 
advantages to place all the complexity in 
the cloud, creating a separate 
programmable layer of policy control, 
security, and automation. 

Mobile operators get the freedom to 
provide optimal and unified IoT offerings 
with global scalability, something only 
hyperscalers can provide. With this 
approach, mobile operators have created 
something new and groundbreaking - a 
hyperscale IoT Connectivity service.

But mobile operators do not have to build 
this hyperscale programmable IoT 
connectivity layer themselves. 

Go to the Aptilo IoT Connectivity Control 
Service™ (IoT CCS) section. Here you can 
explore more about Aptilo IoT CCS, our 
pay-as-you-grow service offering to mobile 
operators.

Hyperscale IoT Connectivity as a Service“ obile o erators do 
not have to build this 

hyperscale 
programmable IoT 
connectivity layer 

themselves.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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As already discussed, many mobile 
operators only have two IoT offerings: 
very basic services or costly tailor-made 
deployments. Also, many tailor-made 
deployments can be very similar, 
showing that there is a potential to 
deliver those more cost-effectively.

With a hyperscale solution, such as 
Aptilo IoT CCS, it is easy for mobile 
operators to be agile and create new 
value-added services that fit the 
requirements of multiple customers. As 
a result, it will be possible to move the 
bulk of customization projects over to 
this programmable layer of IoT 
connectivity management in the cloud. 
This introduces unprecedented speed to 
market and increased flexibility, 
instantly deployed with any customer. 

In this auto-customization approach 
with self-management portals, 
customers can make defined 
customizations themselves, tailor 
connectivity policies and manage their 
own firewall settings.

Such an approach will make it possible for 
mobile operators to scale their IoT 
connectivity services with high profit 
while keeping customers happy by 
delivering a service that is tailored to their 
specific needs.

The logic and security part of a tailor-
made development project can also 
benefit from being handled in the cloud. 
It is faster to deploy new server or firewall 
nodes and it is possible to dedicate and 
isolate specific nodes for the customer.

Every Customization Mustn’t 
Be a Project

“ e believe that there 
is huge potential to stop 
making customizations 
as soon as a customer 
wants something that 

goes beyond a standard 
service.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Business Case of a Hyperscale Approach

Analyst firm Transforma 
Insights estimates that 
enterprise customers using 
a hyperscale IoT 
connectivity service can 
save on average the 
equivalent of 28 percent of 
the cost of global IoT 
connectivity. That equates 
to an astonishing 117 
billion USD globally 
between 2020 and 2030.

The largest cost-saving is in 
Device-to-Cloud 
Integration (7.5%), closed 
followed by faster Time-to-
Market (6.4%) and lower 
costs of providing the 
equivalent levels of 
Security (5.3%).

Enterprises can also save a 
lot (5.9%) by using eSIM / 
eUICC and localize the 

connectivity onto a 
domestic network, 
avoiding issues with 
regulatory or commercial 
compliance. 

Learn more about this in 
the Global IoT Connectivity 
section.

27.8
%

Average Enterprise 
Cost Savings

With a Hyperscale 
IoT ApproachAverage Enterprise cost savings

Source: Transforma Insights

“A tilo IoT   S 
offer automation 
and programable 
network building 

blocks to seize 
the chance of 
realizing these 

savings.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
https://transformainsights.com/news/enterprises-billions-hyperscale-iot-connectivity
https://transformainsights.com/news/enterprises-billions-hyperscale-iot-connectivity
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IoT Security  & Policy Control

Enterprises must stop any IoT security threats from the get-go. 
If a security breach still happens, administrators have to take 
active measures such as quarantining a specific device.

In this section, we will discuss the need for granular policies and 
some of the most common security threats in IoT connectivity. 

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Advanced Policies

Mobile operators must use advanced 
policy control to customize their IoT 
services for each customer’s specific needs 
and use case. 

As discussed, it is a challenge to provide 
granular policy control for IoT enterprise 
customers in a mobile core designed to 
handle a handful of smartphone 
subscription types. 

This is another good reason for adding the 
hyperscale programmable layer of policy 
control and security we talked about in the 
previous section. Adding such a layer is a 
prerequisite to deliver a unified IoT service 
with granular policy control across all 
mobile operator partners’ networks. 
It will also facilitate the creation of a 
customer self-management portal, where 
the IoT Enterprise customers can handle 
their own policy and security settings.

SELF-
MANAGEMENT

https://www.aptilo.com/
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One would expect that in a modern architecture, the IP-address would not 
matter so much. Dynamically assigned IP-addresses should be sufficient 
and that there would be mechanisms that update the IoT back-end when 
the IP-address changes.

However, many enterprise IoT customers rely on keeping the same IP-
address for an IoT device and even their own IP-range for all their devices.

There are many benefits to let a programmable hyperscale layer handle 
the IP-allocation. The most obvious one is the ability to maintain the same 
IP-address even when a device moves across mobile operator partners’ 
networks. The allocated private device IP-address, as well as the IP-
address of the primary and secondary DNS server for the IoT device, is 
then provided in the  A I S response to the M O’s packet gateway. 

The IP-allocation should be very flexible. As an example, this is the IP-
allocation options for Aptilo IoT CCS:

• Dynamic IP, the IoT device gets a new IP-address from the pool  at every 
connection.

• Static IP, assignment of a specific IP-address which always will stay the 
same.

• Sticky IP, the IP-address is allocated from the pool at first connection and 
then the IoT device keeps this IP-address as a static IP-configuration. 

Note that with Aptilo IoT CCS, mobile operators can assign the same IP-
address to a device also when it is localized by changing its SIM-identity to 
belong to a partner M O’s network.  earn more about localization 
of eSIM/eUICC in our section about global connectivity. 
This, together with a consistent use of policies and security settings,
will provide a unified IoT experience across all partner networks.

Policy-Based IP Assignment
 O I   BASE  I  ASSI  ME T
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SELF-
MANAGEMENT
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The enterprise customer should be in full control over the routing of 
their IoT traffic. 

Some of the traffic, such as firmware upgrades and sensitive analytics 
data, may need to be routed in secure VPN tunnels, while all other 
traffic can go directly to the Internet protected by firewalls. 

Some IoT enterprise customers may need to have multiple VPN 
tunnels and separate different kinds of traffic into different tunnels.

In global connectivity, some use cases may require that the traffic goes 
the closest route out to the Internet for low latency. Other use cases, 
such as streaming TV content, may require the opposite, the traffic 
must be routed to the home country and then out to the internet.

Policy-Based Advanced Routing

SELF-
MANAGEMENT

https://www.aptilo.com/
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The business-related policies will vary from 
customer to customer, but some general 
applicable policies include:

• Maximum bandwidth usage.

• Maximum data usage.

• Location down to individual cell level.

• Time of day.

• Approved for service: For example, bill 
paid, Ok to onboard device.

• Quarantine: Device needs configuration.

Security-related policies that may need to 
be set include:

• Suspend or enable device/SIM.

• Quarantine: For devices with suspicious 
behavior.

• URL Lock: Filter traffic so that it only can 
go to certain destinations.

• APN Lock: Prevents SIM hijacking. Each 
device authenticates to APN with 
individual username /password.

• IMEI Lock: A SIM can only be used in a 
specific device.

• Location lock: The use of a SIM is only 
possible where you want it to be used.

Granular Business and Security Policies
The mobile operator should put their customers in the driver’s seat and allow them to define 
granular IoT connectivity policies supporting their business and security needs.

Some policies need to be set hierarchically: all devices in the Enterprise, per device group, 
and down to an individual IoT device. 

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Security Threats 

IoT security makes up a new challenge for 
enterprises. It is much more complex than 
the traditional IT security:

• A multitude of different devices come from as 
many vendors.

• An unprecedented volume of devices.

• Many devices are “headless” without screens 
and people monitoring them, making attacks 
more difficult to detect. 

• Not only the devices and back-end application 
servers need to be protected, the IoT platform 
adds to the security management burden.

Most enterprises do not have resources to 
handle this themselves, so it is a high value 
service. And the few that work actively 
with IoT security will only expect that their 
mobile operator adds a layer of security.

“ ith IoT comes a tremendous o  ortunit  
for mobile operators to sell managed 
security as a value-added service to 
 nter rise customers”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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The IoT platform is the critical heart of any 
IoT service, and in larger networks the 
implementation may be a hierarchy of 
platforms. All signaling and data will pass 
through one or more platform nodes and so 
protecting them against attack is imperative.

In the following, we will explore some of the 
expected typical attacks.

Exploits
IoT platforms may have vulnerabilities, just 
like any other software. In most cases, they 
will comprise coding bugs allowing buffer 
overflows and other memory corruptions, as 
well as unhandled corner cases. In addition, 
most IoT platform signaling is via some kind 
of application programming interface (API), 
so typical API attacks should be considered. 
Finally, data received by the platform will 
often result in a read or write to a database, 
so SQL attacks are also a threat to consider.

Scanning attacks
As in any service platform, you must take 
care to expose only the minimum services, 
and not to leave unused services running (as 
they may be set by default). 

For example, Server Message Block (SMB) 
services are often enabled by default and are 
also a common vector for attack. Always 
check open ports and disable or remove any 
unnecessary services from the system.

Fuzzing attacks
This is another method of finding 
vulnerabilities. It is usually done locally in a 
controlled environment but can be used as a 
blunt-instrument attack on a live network. 
Examples include deliberate protocol 
anomalies or the use of extremely long 
fields, or invalid or unusual data. Hackers use 
all of these techniques to trigger 
programming errors. The goal is to find 
vulnerabilities or simply to cause disruption.

Denial of service
Denial-of-service attacks (DoS) could come 
via externally facing interfaces (if indeed 
there are any), or from the IoT devices 
themselves. A simple device malfunction 
causing a cyclic registration can cause a 
massive DoS attack if there are many devices 
behaving this way at the same time.

Hidden attacks
When transport layer security (TLS) is used 
for end-to-end protection of the communi-
cation, there should be at least one security 
device that is decrypting the traffic to ensure 
that the protected traffic is as expected. If 
this is not the case, a compromised IoT 
device could use the encrypted connection, 
and it would hide the malicious traffic from 
the operator. A security device co-located 
with the IoT platform may offload the TLS 
processing and send decrypted traffic 
directly to the platform. Otherwise, it should 
re-encrypt the traffic to ensure that 
eavesdropping is not possible.

Security Threats –IoT Platform

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Hackers may also attack the IoT devices 
themselves. Most IoT devices will have 
limited connectivity and just communicate 
with a few destinations. This includes the 
IoT platform and maybe some application 
servers providing other services, such as 
firmware upgrades or data storage. This 
limits the attack possibilities, but we 
should always assume that the IoT 
platform or any application servers may 
become compromised. Here, an attack 
launched from inside the local network 
may occur.

Below, we will explore what such attacks 
may comprise. 

Malware
Although IoT malware is not prevalent 
today, it will become more so as threat 
actors realize better return on investment 
(ROI) for choosing to attack IoT.

Exploits 
Some IoT devices have limited 
functionality, which reduces the probability 
of vulnerabilities. However, on the other 
side, IoT device functionality is often 
custom developed. This may introduce 
bugs that wouldn’t be present in general-
purpose components. And the limited 
functionality may also include lack of 
security features such as capability to send 
encrypted traffic or setting up VPN tunnels. 
Also, the sheer breadth of device types 
means that, for instance, an agricultural 
soil monitor differs greatly from an 
autonomous vehicle, even though they are 
both labeled IoT. No matter what the 
device, the enterprise must expect exploits 
and put protection in place.

DoS 
If an attacker can send traffic to a device, it 
may be possible to conduct a DoS attack, 
especially for constrained devices. For IoT 
devices where traffic levels are low, simple 
rate-limiting rules should be effective 
against such an attack.

Security Threats –IoT Devices

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Security Requirements

You cannot overestimate the importance 
of a secure IoT solution. Security is often 
considered being the factor most likely to 
inhibit both the development of IoT 
services and their adoption. 
The potential impact of a successful 
cyberattack on an IoT ecosystem may 
cause failure in critical services and 
industries and even physical danger to 
individuals and the environment. It is 
therefore important that IoT solution 
providers show a commitment to providing 
a service that is secure by design.

IoT solutions encompass many layers, 
including the devices themselves, but also 
on-premises gateways, access networks, 
service platforms, application servers, and 
internet access gateways. Attacks come in 
many forms, and any of these components 
could be a target itself, or a steppingstone 
to a higher-valued target. 

Security is not simply a hardened device 
operating system (OS) or an encrypted 
access link. It is a multi-layered solution 
that encompasses everything from the 
initial boot of the device to distributed 
denial-of-service (DDoS) protection at the 
network edge.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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A significant hurdle in protecting IoT environments is having visibility of devices and 
traffic. This is the basis for any anomaly detection, but also allows teams to verify that 
all is well in the network.

Visibility can be best described in two parts:

Delivering IoT Network Visibility

Enterprises must keep an  
inventory of the devices them-

selves, including vendor, device model, 
and firmware version. The exact 
information available depends on many 
factors and will vary from device to 
device.

Details of the protocols and 
applications being used by each 

device. This can be delivered via appli-
cation control capabilities and should 
include support of industrial protocols 
for Industrial IoT (IIoT) applications. 

If device data is being encrypted, in-line 
decryption should be, if possible, 
performed in order to verify the device 
data.

1 2

https://www.aptilo.com/
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The goal should be to stop attacks before 
they can compromise the device. But 
where an attack gets through defenses, IoT 
security solutions must be able to detect 
signs of this and act immediately.

If attackers gain control over a device, they 
may cause severe damage, including:

• Disabling the device: This may be 
considered as simple denial-of-service 
(DoS), or could also be more sinister if, 
for example, a device is monitoring a 
critical value such as tank pressure or 
temperature in an industrial context. 
Critical applications may have other 
protections against such an attack, but 
this should never be assumed.

• Destroying the device: Some attacks 
have shown that sometimes, a 
cyberattack could permanently destroy 
a device. A simple example could be to 
trigger excessive battery usage, to the 
point of exhaustion, in a device whose 
battery is designed to last the lifetime of 
the device.

• Use the device to launch attacks: 
Attackers may use a device as a launch 
point, having potential access to other 
devices and to the IoT platform and 
other internal resources.

• Recruit the device into a botnet: The 
2016 Mirai attack showed the 
effectiveness of IoT botnets. Up to 2 
million IoT devices (mainly cameras and 
DVRs) were used to stage the largest 
ever recorded DDoS attack.

The consequences of compromised 
devices will vary, compare water pump 
versus heart pump or streetlight versus 
traffic light. However, the pure volume 
of IoT devices will make attacks on non-
life-critical devices very severe.

Compromised Device Detection

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Next-generation firewalls must protect IoT 
traffic. Here we will give some examples of 
the role of a firewall showcased by 
 orti ate,  ortinet’s next-gen firewall. 
Learn more in the Aptilo IoT Connectivity 
Control Service™ (IoT CCS) section about 
how we use FortiGates to deliver a world-
class IoT security. 

Traffic filtering and stateful Firewalling
In a typical IT environment, traffic to 
unauthorized destinations may be 
common because of many reasons, and 
such communications are normally simply 
dropped. But in IoT and other machine-to-
machine networks, such communications 
are usually a sign of misconfiguration or of 
compromised devices. For this reason, 
specific negative rules should be 
configured in a firewall with an 
appropriate action to ensure that it 
generates an alert, or it trigger automatic 
remediation.

Intrusion prevention
Next-generation firewalls such as  ortinet’s 
FortiGate also feature intrusion prevention 
capabilities designed to detect and block a 

wide range of different IoT attacks. This 
includes protection against the 
aforementioned scanning attacks, exploits, 
fuzzing attacks, and more.

The FortiGate intrusion prevention system 
(IPS) function, which contains over 30,000 
rules, including an optional industrial 
package. Rule packages are updated daily 
to ensure that protection is up to date.

Application & Protocol control
Application Control can monitor or limit 
the protocols that the IoT device can use. 
Any unauthorized protocols can generate 
an alert and optionally be blocked. With 
FortiGate, application definitions include 
over 4,000 application rules in 24 
categories. FortiGate covers all commonly 
used IoT protocols such as MQTT, AMQP, 
HTTP and CoAP, and as for IPS, it can use 
TLS inspection with appropriate 
configuration. A wide range of industrial 
protocols is also available for Industrial 
Internet-of-Things (IIoT) solutions.

Next-Gen Firewall Protection

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Antivirus
Antivirus is important today mainly for the 
IoT infrastructure, such as the platform or 
web servers. But researchers expect that 
malware attacking the devices 
themselves—such as with the Mirai IoT 
malware, perhaps the most famous 
current example, will become more 
prevalent in the years to come.

FortiGuard Labs has almost 20 years of 
experience defending against malware of 
all types, and although device-targeted 
malware is rare today, the needed 
research is already underway to ensure 
that protection of the highest quality will 
be ready

Anti-botnet
Any botnet activity, whether detected by 
destination address, domain, or protocol, 
can generate an alert and be blocked. 
Furthermore, connections to other known 
bad destinations as detected by the 
FortiGuard Indicators of Compromise 
Service can generate a compromised alert. 
FortiGuard Labs maintains an updated list 
of known botnet destination address/port 
combinations that are checked against all 
outgoing sessions.

Botnets using fast-flux domains (in which 
a domain continually changes its IP 
address mapping) can be checked against 
the domain itself by intercepting and 
checking the Domain Name System (DNS) 
request. Finally, even if the destination 
address and domain are unknown, many 
botnets can be detected by their 
command-and-control protocol. By using 
these three methods in parallel, Fortinet 
ensures the best chance of detecting 
botnet-infected devices.

Automation and Quarantine
Fortinet has a comprehensive automation 
framework that allows a wide range of 
triggers to be linked to actions such as 
alerting, removing rogue devices from the 
network, or making API calls to other 
devices.

For example, any of the above detections 
can cause a device to be quarantined and 
blocked from further communications until 
the cause is established and remedial 
action is taken.

Virtual Private Networks (VPN)
Policy-based control to send selected IoT 
traffic such as software updates and 
analytics data through VPNs.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Global IoT Connectivity

Enterprises are increasingly global in operation. They need a 
centralized solution from a single service provider which solves their 
connectivity needs regardless of location and local regulations.

According to the analyst Transforma Insights, at least 70 percent of 
cellular connections remain active in just one country for the lifetime 
of the device. In many countries, permanent roaming for these 
devices will not be a viable option, as it will create issues with 
compliance to regulations or commercially with partner MNOs.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Keeping Up With Competition From 
Disrupters

Mobile operators must offer a unified
connectivity over partner networks, even 
when the connection has been localized to 
a partner network using eSIMs. They must 
simply go beyond roaming and become a 
disruptor in their market.

If they don’t, they risk losing business to 
innovative virtual mobile operators 
(MVNOs) that specialize in delivering 
flexible value-added IoT connectivity 
services. MVNOs are often skilled in 
integrating their operations with several 
MNOs. So, it is quite ironic that MVNOs 
can provide a more complete global IoT 
connectivity service than the carrier 
partners on which they rely.

The remedy for mobile operators is to add a 
scalable and programmable layer of IoT 
connectivity control and combine this with 
roaming partnerships and their ability to 
localize eSIMs over-the-air when needed. 
Aptilo IoT CCS offers such a hyperscale layer 
of connectivity control and security as a 
service. Here operators can connect their 
own network, partner networks and 
connectivity hubs to provide a unified
global IoT connectivity service. They can 
perform eSIM localization without losing 
the customer to the partner mobile 
operator.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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This is another good reason for enterprises 
to rely on only one service provider for all 
their global connectivity needs. The cost of 
acquiring and maintaining contracts with 
service providers in different countries is 
significant. Add to this the need to stay 
updated and to comply with local rules 
and regulations.

Prohibition on permanent roaming
During the last decade, it has become 
difficult for mobile operators to offer 
global connectivity based on permanent 
roaming, even if they have negotiated 
reasonable roaming terms.

Regulators in countries such as Brazil, 
China, India and Turkey have introduced or 
enforced rules that prohibit devices 
managed by overseas operators via 
roaming agreements. Some just prohibit 
permanent roaming directly, while others 
indirectly based on local registration 
requirements or tax obligations.

We have also seen commercial driven 
equivalents, in e.g. the US and Canada,  

where the operators themselves prohibit 
their roaming partners from having devices 
permanently roaming on their networks.

Compliance with these rules and 
regulations can be an effective show-
stopper for global connectivity based on 
permanent roaming. It can, in the worst-
case scenario, mean that customers lose 
connectivity because someone has  
blocked their devices.

Data protection regulations

It is not only permanent roaming rules that 
have become stricter. Regulations about 
data protection, how personal data is used 
and where it is stored, are now in place in 
most developed countries. One example is 
the European General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR), which prevents 
personal data from being stored overseas. 
This is another reason for using 
hyperscalers such as AWS. Compliance 
with data protection rules will mandate a 
new IT architecture, where it is possible to 
store data in a certain region or country.

Compliance With Rules and Regulations

https://www.aptilo.com/
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At the same time as laws and 
regulations have posed an increasing 
challenge for global IoT connectivity 
services, new technology has come to 
the rescue.

The mobile industry has developed the 
Embedded Universal Integrated Circuit 
Card (eUICC). The eUICC performs the 
same function as a traditional SIM card. 
What’s new with the eUICC is that it is 
embedded in the device from the 
factory and that operators can change 
the SIM profile over-the-air (OTA). 
Mobile operators can then elegantly 
solve the issue with permanent 
roaming by instantly localizing the 
device to be a native device in the 
partner MNOs network. 

With a sufficient network of partners, 
mobile operators can offer customers a 
truly global IoT connectivity without 
roaming and compliance issues.

We should also note that people often 
use the two terms embedded SIM 
(eSIM) and eUICC as synonyms. 
However, there’s a difference between 
the two. The eSIM is the hardware 
component that is integrated into the 
device. The eUICC is the software 
component that allows over-the-air 
provisioning of multiple network 
profiles, a prerequisite for localization.

Localization of eSIM / eUICC

https://www.aptilo.com/
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How a Hyperscale IoT Solution Can Help

Localization of eSIMs is only half of the 
solution for a compliant and unified global 
IoT connectivity.

The other half is to add a hyperscale layer 
of IoT connectivity control, such as Aptilo 
IoT CCS, that is overarching both the 
mobile operator’s network as well as 
partner MNO networks. This will 
guarantee the same level of control, 
security, and flexibility in partner MNO 
networks as the mobile operator gets in 
their own network.  

“It’s clear that a  l ing this level of com le it  
to an e isting mobile core,  ill not cut it.”

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Unified IoT Experience Over 
Partner Networks
IoT enterprise customers 
typically want to have a 
single point of contact and 
all their global connectivity 
under one contract. Mobile 
operators want to keep the 
customer even when the 
connection must be 
localized using eSIM.

However, localization of 
eSIMs introduces new 
challenges because the 
control is handed over to 
the partner mobile operator. 
The partner mobile operator 
will treat the IoT device just 
like any other local device.

In addition, most customers 
require a unified IoT service 
with the same policies, 
security settings and IP-
address no matter what 
network it connects to. 

What if, for instance, 
customers want some traffic 
routed back home through 
secure connections, and the 
rest of the traffic the closest 
route to the internet 
protected by firewalls?

This is a challenge in the 
localization case, where the 
traffic goes out on the local 
partner network. 

The same challenges exist 
with local-breakout of the 
roaming traffic. That is one 
of the reasons home-routing 
is the prevailing method. 

A programmable hyperscale 
layer of IoT connectivity 
control, such as Aptilo IoT 
CCS, will help mobile 
operators provide this type 
of unified IoT connectivity 

service across all partner 
networks, while keeping and 
developing the relationship 
with their customers.

As discussed in the next few 
pages, a hyperscale IoT 
connectivity control solution 
opens new possibilities. 

Mobile operators can 
provide their customers with 
a global “IoT S -WA ” and 
follow them wherever they 
go worldwide by deploying 
an Aptilo IoT CCS instance at 
any AWS point-of-presence. 

This will effectively reduce 
latency and help customers 
to comply with data 
protection regulations.

Mobile Operator

MNO Partners

A
B C

D

Unified
IoT

Service
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What enterprise customers want for their IoT 
devices, is a connectivity that provides the 
same amount of control and security as if 
they live on their own corporate local area 
network (LAN). The only problem is that for 
cellular IoT, they live on the mobile network 
and most customers also require this 
network to be extended globally.

So, the mobile operator must be able to 
deliver a secure and global software defined 
wide area network (SD-WAN) for IoT to each 
customer, under one contract and with one 
customer support to turn to.

Enterprises also need this IoT connectivity 
service to be unified across country borders 
with devices keeping the same IP-address, 
policies, and security. 

One single Enterprise VPN may not be 
sufficient, the IoT traffic may need to be split 
into different VPN connections. Different 
devices may need to be connected to 
different VPN connections. 

For global connectivity, some traffic may 
need to go out locally, learn more about 
policy-based local breakout on the next page 
and how to use hyperscalers to achieve this.

Providing a Global IoT SD-WAN to Enterprise Customers 

Access
through
Enterprise

   

 irewall
protected
Internet
Access

The service delivery and control must also be the same, whether it goes 
through roaming or through localization of eSIMs. However, when a mobile 
operator localizes a device, they lose the control of the device to the local 
operator. Since localization is a requirement in certain markets for legal 
and commercial reasons, it will be impossible for a mobile operator to 
offer such a global IoT SD-WAN with a unified connectivity service.

That is, until now!  Learn more about how 
Aptilo IoT CCS can realize the vision 
of a secure global IoT SD-WAN.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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One benefit of using hyperscalers such as 
AWS is that the IoT connectivity control 
and breakout can be located wherever the 
public cloud is available, which in practice 
means in any region or large country.

This will enable policy-based local breakout 
for localized devices . Selected IoT traffic, 
such as firmware upgrades or sensitive 
analytics, will go through Enterprise VPN 
tunnels while the rest of the traffic will go 
the closest route to the internet protected 
by firewalls.

The Aptilo IoT CCS can be deployed this 
way creating a unique and unified global 
IoT connectivity service, with policy-based 
local break-out. This is something that 
mobile operators cannot create in any 
other traditional way for 3G/4G.

Policy-Based Local Breakout

Access
through

Enterprise VPN

Firewall
protected
Internet
Access
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Enea Solutions for IoT

With Aptilo IoT CCS, a service with a pay-as-you-grow model, mobile 
operators can rely on straightforward business planning and scaling of 
their IoT services.

Aptilo IoT CCS inherently also prevents churn. The auto-customization 
features mean operators will create competitive and profitable IoT 
connectivity services that are sticky because of the tight integration 
 ith their IoT customers’ businesses  rocesses.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Aptilo IoT Connectivity Control Service™(IoT CCS)

The unique, innovative, and award-
winning Aptilo IoT Connectivity 
Control Service™ (IoT CCS) introduces 
a new solution category that has 
never been seen before—a hyperscale 
programmable layer for cellular IoT 
connectivity control, security, and 
automation. It is delivered as a unique 
instance per mobile operator, hosted 
on Amazon AWS. 

With Aptilo IoT CCS, mobile operators 
can innovate from the cloud and 
create new IoT connectivity services 
previously considered unthinkable. 
They can do so instantaneously and 
for a fraction of the alternative cost 
with our pay-as-you-grow service 
model.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Aptilo IoT CCS enables operators to go 
beyond traditional IoT connectivity services 
and provide a secure, unified, and 
programmable global IoT connectivity. 

Through the operator’s self-management 
portals, they can allow customers to control 
authentication, security, policies, and global 
connectivity from a single user interface.

Manual setup of a secure Private APN 
connection (APN+VPN) typically takes 
weeks. With Aptilo IoT   S, the operator’s 
enterprise customers can create as many 
private connections (VPN) as they need in 
a matter of minutes.

The mobile operator must only extend 
one APN through a secure IPsec tunnel to 
Aptilo IoT CCS and route the IoT traffic 
through this tunnel. Then they need to 
provide a standard Gi/SGi/N6 signaling 
interface to enable Aptilo IoT CCS to act as 
a “mobile core” for IoT. 

Using the same APN name, they can add 
international MNO partners and provide a 
unified global IoT connectivity.

Aptilo IoT CCS -Architecture

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Both Control and Data / User Plane
We base the Aptilo IoT CCS control plane on the Aptilo Service Management Platform™ (SMP), 
which is widely used for multi-purpose management of user and device identification, policy, 
charging, provisioning and user notifications and engagement. 

The Aptilo SMP is running in 100+ operators or AWS installations around the world to manage 
services on 3GPP and non-3GPP networks. Aptilo has partnered with Fortinet, one of the top 3 
global cybersecurity companies, to provide the underlying packet core platform for the data / user 
plane, based on  ortinet’s  orti ate next-generation firewall product.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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IoT CCS –Multitenancy Private APN

Mobile operators offer Private APNs to their 
IoT enterprise customers, with the traffic 
terminated in an Enterprise VPN1. With 
Aptilo IoT CCS, they can take things one step 
further by providing a Multitenancy Private 
APN. Private, because we use Enterprise 
VPN between us and the enterprise 
network. Multitenancy, because mobile 
operators only have to extend one APN to 
Aptilo IoT CCS to serve all of their customers 
with a Private APN. 

Benefits for both MNOs and IoT customers
Through their customer self-management 
portals, mobile operators can automate the 
setup of VPNs and do not have to deal with 
the work of creating a unique APN for each 
customer. Our experience with the first 
Aptilo IoT CCS deployments shows mobile 
operators can reduce their VPN onboarding 
process from many weeks to a few minutes 
handled by their customers instead of by 
expensive operations resources.

The concept of using only one common APN 
is also beneficial for the mobile operator 
customers. If the customer needs to change 
the APN, then the IoT device logic may need 
updating. This is not a straightforward 
operation, especially for devices that are in 
remote locations. By using only one APN, 
Aptilo IoT CCS reduce the need for these 
critical updates because the one APN can 
point to multiple VPN connections.

Creating a global IoT SD-WAN
Mobile operator’s  rivate A   offerings 
terminate through only one Enterprise VPN 
connection. 

With Aptilo IoT CCS, mobile operators can do 
away with this limitation. The IoT enterprise 
customers can create as many VPN connec-
tions as they need. These VPN connections 
can also include trusted partner networks. 
For instance, an automotive manufacturer 
may want to send data to a manufacturer of 
batteries, suspensions, etc. The mobile 
operator’s IoT customer gets a software 
defined wide are network (SD-WAN) 
rather than a Private APN. 

IoT devices that are roaming through partner 
networks are, of course, also included in this 
SD-WAN. To provide global connectivity with 
local subscriptions, mobile operators can add 
international MNO partners, or the global 
connectivity hub functionality offered by e.g. 
Ericsson IoT Accelerator, to their instance of 
the Aptilo IoT CCS service. Thanks to the 
policy-based IP assignment and central 
security and policy control, operators can 
deliver a unified IoT service across all these 
cellular networks. They can maintain this 
control even for eSIMs that they have 
localized to an international MNO partner.

One APN

Enterprise VPNs

 artner M O’s
and 

Connectivity hubs

1) Not to be confused with client VPN. An Enterprise VPN is a connection toward the enterprise network that is always on.
A client VPN could well run through the enterprise VPN as well as out to a destination on the Internet.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Aptilo IoT CCS is inherently secure by 
extending the enterprise perimeter with a 
secure SD-WAN type of functionality, 
enabled by Fortinet. Enterprises do not 
have to make their own investments to 
secure their IoT devices and applications.

With Aptilo IoT CCS, which includes 
 ortinet’s  orti ate next-generation 
firewalls as an integral part, the mobile 
operator’s customers can manage their 
own IoT security

• An extra layer of authentication of devices, 
controlled by the end-customer.

• Policy enforcement at the edge.

• VPN management (multiple tunnels per device 
is possible)

• Policy-based IP assignment and routing.

• Set specific policies per enterprise and/or 
device and group of devices.

• URL, APN, IMEI and Location lock.
Learn more in our page about 
Granular business and security policies.

• Device traffic filtering; source/destination IP, 
protocol, ports, etc.

• Customers can quarantine suspicious devices.

• Intrusion prevention and detection of traffic 
anomalies.

• Protection against distributed denial-of-service 
attacks (DDoS).

• Limitation of data usage per device, number of 
TCP connections, etc.

Mobile operators can offer their customers 
a flexible self-managed IoT security with 
the ability to steer selected traffic through 
Private APN connections (APN+VPN) or to 
the Internet, while protected by FortiGate 
next-generation Firewalls.
As mentioned, this granular control and 
security can also be obtained for devices 
that have been localized using eSIM. This is 
something new and ground-breaking, as 
until now, a localized device could be 
regarded as a lost customer.

Aptilo IoT CCS -Security

Operator
Managed
IoT Security

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Mobile Operator Groups, with units in 
several countries, have a unique 
competitive advantage in a world that 
is becoming increasingly global.

But there are several historical, 
organizational, and infrastructure 
architectural reasons they may not be 
able to use this potential in full. The 
units in the local countries may have 
different vendors in their mobile cores 
and/or different revisions of the 
equipment.

It may also be difficult to unify the local 
management teams, with their own 
ideas and citing that it will be far too 
complex to implement a certain 
functionality.

Here, a cloud-based hyperscale IoT 
connectivity solution such as Aptilo IoT 
CCS comes to the rescue. Any packet 
gateway can connect to the cloud with 
an IPSec tunnel and provide a standard 
connection for signaling. With this 
minimal requirement and by putting all 
the logic in a layer in the cloud, Mobile 
Operator Groups can build a 
centralized, innovative, and unified IoT 
connectivity service across all units.

Unified IoT Service Within Mobile Operator Groups

https://www.aptilo.com/
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We use Amazon’s AWS  loud ormation to 
automate the entire setup, creating the 
control plane with the Aptilo SMP nodes, and 
the data plane with FortiGate firewalls. It only 
takes a few minutes to set up the complex 
system from a ready-made template 
controlling different set up parameters.

We provide the Aptilo IoT CCS service as a 
unique instance for each mobile operator 
customer. We can use CloudFormation for 
everything that is available in AWS, which 
facilitates an extremely effective work 
process.

It is easy to scale with a new FortiGate node 
for the mobile operator or their enterprise 
customers. CloudFormation is used to 
instantiate new EC2 instances and hookup the 
new EC2 instance with Aptilo SMP. This entire 
process starts with a single click, and it only 
takes a few minutes to complete. The Aptilo 
SMP nodes then use the FortiGate REST API to 
provision the FortiGates used for VPN setup, 
policy enforcement, security and traffic 
steering.

Mobile operators can get global connectivity 
with local presence by routing the traffic 
between our data / user plane instances in 
different AWS regions.

IoT CCS -Under the Hood
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Why Should Mobile Operators 
Go With Aptilo IoT CCS?

“All the above means that 
operators will create 

competitive and profitable 
IoT connectivity services that 

are sticky because of the 
tight integration with their 
IoT customers’ business.”

• It is a unique and 
innovative service, proven 
and developed in close 
cooperation with its first 
mobile operator customer.

• It allows MNOs to scale 
their IoT connectivity 
services profitably through 
a hyperscale approach.

• It allows MNOs to address 
the growing market that 
exists between basic IoT 
connectivity services and 
tailor-made customer 
deployments.

• It enables automatic 
customization of IoT 
services where the 
customers make the last 
bit of the customization 
themselves, through self-
management portals. 
Most customers served 
today through costly 

customization projects can 
now be moved to this 
automation approach.

• The operator’s IoT 
customers can rely on the 
operator to provide self-
managed security and 
policy control, tailored to 
their specific needs.

• MNOs can deliver a 
consistent and unified 
global IoT connectivity 
service over partner 
networks. Their enterprise 
customers can maintain 
settings such as IP-
addresses, policies, and 
security over partner 
networks, also for 
localized eSIMs.

• Large mobile operator 
groups can create a 
unified IoT connectivity 
service across all different 

mobile cores that may 
differ in brands, 
functionality, and setup.

• Aptilo IoT CSS applies a 
pay-as-you-grow model 
with low upfront 
investment. It is easy for 
mobile operators to do 
business planning and 
scaling of their IoT services. 

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Aptilo IoT CCS -Enabling Enterprise Verticals

To illustrate the complexity in providing IoT 
connectivity services, we will explore some 
use case examples. We have anonymized 
these examples, but they are taken from 
real deployments or discussions that our 
mobile operator customers have had with 
their IoT customers.

The use cases show the benefits of a 
cloud-based connectivity control solution, 
such as Aptilo IoT CCS. The granular policy 
control, delivered as a service to mobile 
operators, makes it possible to create 
more advanced and innovative IoT services 
and the mobile operator can leave the 
control to the enterprise by implementing 
a self-service.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Utilities –Huge Volumes of Simple Devices

IoT   S
Managed 
Security

 irewall

Only allow tra c
to u lity company

In the utilities market, a customer may 
need to connect hundreds of thousands, 
maybe millions, of efficient IoT devices 
such as electrical meters. They are efficient 
in power and data consumption and use 
cost efficient hardware. As a result, they 
often lack security features such as VPN 
connectivity.

These devices have a vulnerable position in 
people’s homes. Thus, they need to be 
protected by firewalls. Some of the traffic 
may also need to be delivered through VPN 
from Aptilo IoT CCS.

Anomalies in the traffic patterns may also 
need to be analyzed.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Automotive –Multiple VPN Connections
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DIFFERENTIATED
RATINGS

A modern car is really a hub of 
multiple IoT devices. These 
devices come from 
subcontractors of things such 
as suspension, batteries, 
brakes, security systems, 
entertainment systems and 
more. They all need a private 
connectivity for firmware 
upgrades and predictive 
maintenance.

     ’                    
different needs and use cases:

Car-2-car communication 
requires low latency. Upload of 
extensive real-time analytics 
requires high upstream data 
capacity.. Download of 
software or passenger 
entertainment, need high 
downstream data capacity. 
They may also need 
geographical routing rules 
determined by device profile 
settings. 

Furthermore, there may be a 
need to have localized Internet 

connectivity and different 
ratings for different services 
such as Spotify and Wi-Fi. 

The service must be able to 
route the Internet traffic to the 
home-country’s Internet 
breakout, to enable users to, 
e.g., watch their local streaming 
content while abroad.

There is also need to secure the 
transport of sensitive data, such 
as analytics, software upgrades 
and data for predictive 
maintenance. The best way to 
secure this data is to establish 
end-to-end connectivity 
through VPN tunnels. The 
service provider must support a 
one-to-many VPN connectivity 
that is controlled by the car 
manufacturer.

Car manufacturers also have 
high security requirements, 
end-to-end security, DDoS 
protection, anomaly detection, 
enable legal intercept etc.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Small Medium Enterprise –Limited IT Skills
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A small local taxi and transport 
company is part of the small 
and medium-sized enterprise 
(SME) customer segment. The 
SME segment is the direct 
opposite to a car manufacturer 
in the sense that they have no 
IT resources, and they only 
have a handful of devices to 
cater to.

They may run a few legacy 
systems that need to always 
have contact with the cars. 
These systems have very 
limited security functions, as 
they were established before 
the birth of Internet. So, they 
need their mobile operator to 
provide managed security. VPN 
tunnels are not an option for 
this customer, because they 
can’t set up and manage     
connections.

 rom the operator’s 
perspective, they need this type 
of customer to handle their 
own settings. In this mass 
market, it is not profitable if the 
customer needs too much help 
from the operator. There’s an 
enormous volume of potential 
customers in the SME segment, 
but each customer does not 
contribute with much revenue. 
This is a volume game. For the 
self-management to work, an 
easy-to-use web GUI or app 
with basic settings is a must.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Rental of Electrical Scooters –Location and Private IP

 imit usage outside
of de ned locality

 rivate I  I v  to 
enable direct connec ons

Easy and instant
Blocking of scooters

Anomaly 
Alarm

IoT   S
Managed 
Security

 irewall

Only allow 
tra c to 
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Companies offering app-based 
short-time rental of electrical 
scooters are popping up like 
mushrooms in larger cities 
worldwide.

They have tens of thousands of 
low-end devices in the form of 
electrical scooters. This type of 
company needs to secure traffic 
from their scooters to the 
receiving servers. They may 
also need automatic detection 
of usage anomalies, for 
example, unexpected data 
patterns.

The scooters are exposed to 
potential user manipulations. 
They commission and 
decommission them regularly 
and an average lifespan of a 
scooter is just a few months.

Scooters must only be mobile 
within in a pre-defined area in 
the city, so they need to:

• Limit usage outside of 
defined localities.

• Enable direct connectivity to 
each unique device, hence 
they need to have a private 
IP-address.

• Allow for easy and instant 
blocking of lost devices, or 
the ones taken out of 
service.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Forestry Corporation –VPNs and Open Internet
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The forestry industry needs 
complex domestic IoT 
connectivity. Forestry 
companies must secure 
connectivity over an Enterprise 
APN to their headquarters for 
services such as:

• Location tracking of 
vehicles.

• Report quantity of cut 
timber.

• Report machinery 
operation hours.

Moreover, they need secure 
connections (VPN) to other 
destinations:

• Upgrade of vehicle firmware 
with the truck vendor.

• Send data to the forestry 
machinery vendor to enable 
predictive maintenance.

They may also want to enable 
Internet connection for the 
integrated tablet device 
available in many forestry 
machines. This traffic must be 
protected by a firewall, and 
they need to control this 
connection according to 
corporate policies.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Transportation –Unified IoT Experience Internationally
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 et’s explore how mobile 
operators can combine a 
connectivity control service such 
as Aptilo IoT CCS with their own 
ability to do dynamic eSIM 
localization. They can provision 
and update settings in the eSIM 
and change the profile to the 
local operator on the fly. The 
mobile operator is using the 
over-the-air (OTA) SIM-
management system already in 
place and the latest eUICC
technology to achieve this 
localization.

This is glorious news for a 
transport company operating 
over all North- and Central 
America. They can turn to one 
mobile operator in Canada to 
solve all their connectivity needs, 
both domestically and abroad, 
under one contract.

By connecting all their partner 
MNOs to the Aptilo IoT CCS, the 
mobile operator can offer a 
unified global Private APN 

connectivity without roaming by 
utilizing local subscriptions and 
Aptilo IoT CCS. The truck will, for 
instance, maintain its IP-address, 
policies and security across 
borders. 

 et’s see what happens as the 
truck passes different countries. 
Our trip begins in Canada, when 
the truck enters the United 
States, this triggers activation of 
the profile for the US partner 
MNO over-the-air. The truck 
continues to Mexico and the OTA 
SIM-management system makes 
sure that the eSIM switch to the 
local MNO partner in Mexico.

The transportation company can 
apply the same policies and 
security settings to their trucks, 
no matter where they are. If 
needed, the Aptilo IoT CCS 
service can offer policy-based 
breakout for all or parts of the 
traffic to the nearest AWS point-
of-presence.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Global Logistics –Unified Experience and Less Tied Capital
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What's important for the Mobile operator, 
Aptilo IoT CCS makes it possible to offer 
local subscriptions without losing the 
customer to the local operator.

The need for global connectivity can also 
just be a matter of logistics. Take a 
manufacturer of coffee machines rented 
out to coffee shops all over the world.

Just imagine the benefits, in manufacturing 
and less tied up capital in stock, by just 
storing one version of the machine instead 
of individual versions for each country. 
Doing this under one mobile operator 
contract, and still be able to apply the 
same security and policies (through Aptilo 
IoT CCS) across the board, while allowing 
some of the traffic to break-out in the local 
country and some routed home in secure 
VPNs.

In order to have one global solution in 
place regardless of local regulations, the 
mobile operator must go beyond roaming 
and instead localize eSIMs over-the-air 
(OTA) to local subscriptions. This will 
eliminate the issue of blocking of IoT 
devices due to breach of regulations and 
commercial agreements that are 
prohibiting permanent roaming.

https://www.aptilo.com/
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Is Aptilo IoT CCS Something For You?

If you are an IoT Connectivity provider 
(MNO/MVNO) and want to test what 
Aptilo IoT   S can do for you, don’t 
hesitate to contact us. 

We can easily provide a proof-of-
concept from the cloud. Welcome to a 
new era in IoT connectivity innovation!

https://www.aptilo.com/contact-us

PoC

https://www.aptilo.com/
https://www.aptilo.com/contact-us/
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About Enea
Enea is one of the world’s leading suppliers of
innovative software for telecommunication and
cybersecurity. Focus areas are cloud-native, 5G-
ready products for data management, mobile
video traffic optimization, edge virtualization, and
traffic intelligence. More than 3 billion people rely
on Enea technologies in their daily lives.

Enea is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden,
and is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.

About Enea – Business Unit Aptilo
Aptilo, a business unit of Enea, is one of the
world’s leading providers of Wi-Fi service
management solutions and an innovator in cloud-
based IoT connectivity control services. The
company has delivered software and services to
more than 100 operators that serve tens of
thousands of enterprise customers, and hundreds
of millions of end-users and devices.
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